Causes:
- The children always get what they want.
- The teacher lacks in assertiveness.
- The children are not aware that their actions have consequences to other children.

Problem:
The difficulty to handle children who lack of discipline at Tunas Cemara Kindergarten

Effects:
- The lesson will be disturbed.
- The student are likely to be undiscipline in the long run.
- The time is spent due to the undiscipline children.

(+) Positive effects:
- It is an advantage for children as they will know that the teacher pays attention.
- The children will be more aware of the reality of the world that is there is an effect of doing something wrong.
- The children will understand that what they do is a fault.

Potential Solution 1:
The teacher does not let the children misbehave but he/she should show positive anger to them

(-) Negative effects:
- The children will not care anymore if the teacher keeps showing anger everytime they do something wrong.
- The children will be afraid to do anything in class.
- The children will copy the anger.

(+) Positive effects:
- The children will be motivated to get the reward.
- The children will be happy as they feel that they are appreciated by the teacher.
- The children will have self confidence.

Potential Solution 2:
To give the children reward

(-) Negative effects:
- That there is a chance the teacher keeps giving present for everything child's action.
- The children can have lack of sensitivity to responsibility.
- The children may have lack of internal self control.

(+) Positive effects:
- The children will obey what the teacher asks them to do.
- The children will realize the mistake.

Potential Solution 3:
Giving a correction strategy called time-out

(-) Negative effects:
- Children may not realize that the punishment is actually a learning process so that they do not do their mistake again.
- The punishment can make the children traumatic.
- Children can rebel.
The Best Potential Solutions:

Combination of:
1. The second potential solution:
   To give the children reward
2. The third potential solution:
   Giving a correction strategy called time-out